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DISCOVER
7 of the best poetry
analysis resources
for KS3 at

teachwire.net/
poetry7KS3

WHY TEACH THIS?
This lesson plan will put
life back into studying
poetry in the classroom.
It will ignite interest and
work on building skills
needed for approaching
unseen poetry.

KEY CURRICULUM LINKS
Pupils should be able to:
+ Confidently identify
key techniques within an
unseen text.
+ Explain the effect
of key techniques and the
intentions of the writer.
+ Approach an
exam-style question.

Lesson plan: ENGLISH KS4

BRING ON THE
FIREWORKS!

Analysing song lyrics can build students’
confidence with unseen poetry texts
As teachers, we are all under pressure to ensure our
students perform, which often leaves us little room to
stray from the path (especially when teaching KS4).
Although performance is paramount, I believe nothing
can evolve unless students are interested, invested and
ultimately have a love of learning. It was this lesson
plan that marked a turning point for my students, with
even the most reluctant referring to poetry as ‘cool’. Not
only does this lesson inject fun into teaching poetry, but
it also supports the development of key GCSE skills.

Q

Can poetry set off fireworks
in our classroom?

MAIN ACTIVITIES

STARTER ACTIVITY

There are a variety of
activities that could be used
depending on time available
and ability of the group.
These include:

As students enter the classroom, three
sentences should be displayed on the board:

1. Unpicking the text

+ ‘You’re a firework’
+ ‘Like a lightning bolt, your heart will glow’
+ ‘After a hurricane comes a rainbow’
The task is to identify the devices used and explain why
they are effective. The challenge task would be to consider
any alternative interpretations of the quotes.
This task immediately gets students identifying
techniques and gives them an insight into the text we will
be focusing on in the lesson (Firework by Katy Perry).

First, get the students to read
the lyrics through (either to
themselves or tag read). You
can then play Firework to the
students and discuss how
songs can be identified as
poetry. Get students to
summarise what the poem is
about in their own words and
find quotations that support
their ideas. Prompt questions
could include:
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+ What is the purpose of
the poem?
+ What effect does the writer
want to have on readers?
+ What emotive language can
be found in the poem?
A class discussion about the
meaning of the poem at this
point with allow all students
to establish this
understanding before
proceeding to the next task.

2. Colour coding

Now students should work
their way through the poem
and highlight language
devices in one colour and
structural devices in another.

